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Directed by Antonio Lexerot, Surge of Power: Revenge of the Sequel honors the ten-year centenary of the release of the first
film in 2006; Surge of Power: The Stuff Of Heros.
It is a brave, independent film to put out there initially. The story is about Surge (played through Vincent J. Roth, who is the
cooperating director,) Cinema’s first out gay superhero. We had not ever seen anything similar this on our screens
beforehand, so it was a pretty big deal while the film came
out.Visit: http://surgeofpower.org/revenge_of_the_sequel/cast_details.php#1
(http://surgeofpower.org/revenge_of_the_sequel/cast_details.php#1)
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Performance
Vincent J. Roth plays his part well. He conveys a sense of humor toward being the first out gay superhero. You cannot help
however love him. However, don’t anticipate the performance to be a delicate one since it’s certainly not.
Within the film, there are over 50 celebrity appearances, and this adds a pop of enthusiasm when watching. You discover
yourself having numerous of those “Wait, it’s not that -” moments, which is pretty amusing.
Visuals
As it is now 2016, the new movie’s camera excellence has without a hesitation got a lot more attractive to the eye. The colors
are livelier and sharper, which is to be anticipated as it is ten years on.
As far as the special effect go, they still are not very realistic. However, in defense of the movie, they are an independent
movie company, which means they are running off a low budget. Thus you cannot expect to see anything improved than
what they have given us.
Having said that, you do discover yourself interrogative what the hell you are watching a couple of times through the movie,
and that is not essentially a bad thing.
The Story
The plot for Surge of Power Sequel (http://surgeofpower.org/revenge_of_the_sequel/press_room.php), emphases on
Surge’s relationship with his love interest who has recently got out of jail. He tries to help him move away from the villain in
him since he knows that deep down, he has a kind heart. This all happening whereas he’s fighting corruption and trying
toward win the faith of the people.
This is a very great plot to watch because although the general film is over-dramatized and over-acted, it is comical. It taps
into lots of issues faced in today’s society.
One of the best moments was when Metal Master got told through Augur (Eric Roberts), that the world would never accept
him. Thus he should make them fear him instead. The film shines a light on acceptance with one of the finest lines in the
entire movie: “Homophobia will not go away by making them fear us”. Thus proving acceptance does not come from fear.
The film’s message is powerful, yet fun.
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